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Masterair
Receivership
Offers
Hope
While there are some
commentators within the
industry who, in hindsight, say
that the Masterair Ltd
receivership was to be expected,
the truth is that it cameasquitea
shock to most people. A few
weeks prior to the announce-
ment the company had held a
series of "open days" at which
they presented a very
prosperous and positive image
to invited guests, including
leading consultants.
At the time Irish H& V News
spoke to a number of the
directors of Masterair and their
enthusiasm reflected a strong
desire and intention to combat
the difficult trading conditions
being met on the marketplace.
Obviously, they were aware then
of the company's finances but
seemed, by what they said, to
have taken the view that the best
possible solution was to
aggressively trade out of the
situation.
However, matters came to a
head sooner than anticipated
with regard to a numberofissues
with the result that finally, on 23
December 1986, the Industrial
Credit Corporation put in a
Receiver. On this day Declan
Hogan of Mathews Hogan
Clarke & Co took over the day-
to-day running ofMasterair and
since then he has endeavoured to
see that the company trades as
normally as possible under the
circumstances.
We spoke to him towards the
latter part of January 1987 and
at that stage he still had 34
people employed (on a day-to-
day basis) with the company still
engaged in production. The
emphasis at the time was on the
completion of unfinished and
ongoing works.
For his part Mr Hogan was
also examining the responses to
the announcement that
Masterair was to be sold as a
Continued on page 15
EWS
MSC-
Voluntary
Liquidation
• Fergus Madigan, Managing
Director, Mitsubishi Electric who
have now entered the air conditioning
market with an aggressive sales/
marketing style. See page 22.
At a creditors meeting of MSC
Ltd, Mechanical Services, 163
St. Mobhi Road, Dublin 9 on
2nd January last, Sean Bagnall
of J B Bagnall & Co, chartered
accountants, Naas, Co Kildare
was appointed liquidator of the
company.
The meeting was called
because of two resolutions
passed by the board ofdirectors
of the company and dated 22nd
December which stated:-
Resolution No 1 - "That it has
been proved to the satisfaction
of this Meeting that the
company cannot, by reason of
its liabilities, continue it
business, and that it is advisable
to wind up the same, and that
accordingly the company be
wound up voluntarily and that a
liquidator be appointed for the
purpose of such winding up";
Resolution 0 2 - "That if
thought fit a Committee of
Inspection be appointed,
pursuant to Section 268 of the
Companies Act 1963".
A notice containing these two
resolutions and notifying of the
creditors meeting at the Victor
Hotel, Rochestown Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire for 4.15 pm was
then sent to all creditors.
Continued on page 16
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If the Masterair Ltd receivership came as shock to the industry prior to
Christmas, the new year brought even worse news in the shapeofthe P J
Matthews Lld liquidation. Within the building materials and supply
sector this company - and more especiallyits level of trading - could
always be taken as an accurate barometer for the.well-being (or
otherwise) of the state of the industry.
Naturally enough, the cynics shareholders to decide on a
and pessimists among us will members voluntary liquidation
now argue that the recent they are obliged by law to swear
liquidation does just that. And a declaration of solvency.
of course they are right to a So, while the P J Matthews
certain extent ... the building Ltd liquidation does reflect a
services sector in general is very difficult and depressed
undoubtedly extremely depres- market situation, it should still
sed. be viewed in perspective.
However, it's important to When Tony O'Caroll of
bearinmindthenatureofthePJ Owens Murray & Co was
Matthews Ltd liquidation. It is appointed liquidator of P J
in fact a members voluntary Matthews Ltd, it followed an
liquidation which, in essence extraordinary general members
means that the company is still meeting of the company on 8
solvent and can therefore meet January at which a resolution
all its debts. Indeed, for member Continued on page 14
Glow-worm 'Satin Doll'
P.J. Matthews Ltd -
In Liquidation But
Not Insolvent
The Glow-worm Co-ordinate gasjire and back boilerunit is sure to createmore
than aflic~er ofi~t~rest a~d attention. Its ''f7ickeringflame'' effect isdejinitely
eye-cat~~,.ng, as IS ~~s styltsh~y-d~signed jire front. Even when the gas is turned
off, the live effect coals Will give a warming, red glow, through a glassfront.
The Glow-worm Co-ordinate provides radiant as well as convected heat and
according toJohn D~ignanofC& F Ltd, is cheaper to run than any otherlivefuel
effect gasjire. He wt/l wax even more lyrical about this back boiler unit, with its
satin black jinish plus attractive brass trim, if called at 01 264917. The
complete Glow-worm story is contained in the recent direct mail shot which
included the unique Glow-worm 3 D spectacles.
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IN THE
NEAR FUTURE
MITSUBISHI PLAN TO
HAVE OUTLETS
IN MOST OFFICES,
STORES, FACTORIES,
EVEN PRIVATE
RESIDENCES!
+
•
MITSUBISHI
AIR CONDITIONING
Mitsubishi Electric, Industrial Division, Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 505007. Fax 561337.
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Irish Heating & Ventilating News circulates to key executives in the
heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitaryware,
plumbing and environmental control
industries. Its circulation also
includes energy managers, architects,
designers, sanitary engineers,
environmental engineers and
building merchants in the 32
counties of Ireland.
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IAIR CONDITIONING
System
Engineer's
Role
Vital
This article is an assessment of the state of the air conditioning
industry during 1986 - and its prospects for the future - as seen
by the design and specifying consultant, Stephen McLoughlin.
Associate Director. VMRA.
manufacturers afforded a real
opportunity for the system
design engineer and the local
manufacturer to exchange ideas
and develop custom-designed
products to meet specific client
requirements. The fact that the
products were locally
manufactured provided an
opportunity to involve the
system design engineer and his
client in the quality control
process by carrying out
inspections at the works during
manufacture. This facility
proved most helpful in the timely
resolution of details which can
be so exasperating when
identified at the much later
installation stage.
In the case of my own
company, the availability of
these Irishcompanies resulted in
recommendations to award
substantial contracts to them for
air conditioning products, based
may I say on quality, delivery and
price. Let us hope these
difficulties are temporary.
In 1986 the demand on the air
conditioning industry, like the
construction industry, remained
in substantial decline. The
downturn was spread across the
board in the commercial,
industrial and state sectors. The
commercial sectorhas ofcourse
been stagnant for many years
now with the exception of some
shopping centre development.
The main areas of activity for the
air conditioning market in 1986
lay in extensions to existing
pharmaceutical and electronics
industries and the installation of
small "split systems" in existing
commercial buildings.
Mechanical ventilation was still in
demand, but refrigeration
seldom seen in commercial
schemes.
A consequence of this low
demand has been the
emergence of extremely
competitive tendering by
contractors to maintain a share
of the much-reduced market.
Indeed, some tenders have been
so keenly priced as to raise
serious concern. The low Technological Breakthrough
demand and difficult trading The year 1986 saw no significant
conditions have also had their technical breakthough in the
effect on the manufacturing field of air conditioning
sector. products. Heat pumps
Two major Irish companies continue to be good "ideas" but
involved in the manufacture of remain expensive to install,
air conditioning products are operate and maintain. It is
now experiencing trading difficult to envisage significant
difficulties in the manufacturing applications for them except in
end of their operations. This is special cases like swimming
a regrettable setback, as the pools, or where cooling is
presence of local Irish already mandatory. As in the
2 Irish H& JI News, February 1987
motor car industry, theJapanese
continue to make substantial
inroads into the air conditioning
market, particularly in the area of
..split systems" where the
architecture, style and available
options of their units is attractive.
Looking to the future, it is
difficult to envisage a significant
change in the air conditioning
market. Air conditioning will
continue to be subject to the
vagaries of the economic
climate, energy prices,
developers confidence and
architectural fashion. Some
areas of possible activity which
may arise are;
Health - Possible replacement
of cooling towers and
evaporative humidifiers as a
consequence of the
Legionnaires Disease finding;
Commercial Upgrading
much of the rather poor air
conditioning systems installed in
the fashionable mid 1970's in
office blocks and some
shopping centre developments;
Leisure - The upgrade of
existing high-energy swimming
pools and the development of
quality family leisure centres;
Industries - This remains the
area of highest expectations,
with hopefully the arrival or
expansion of manufacturing
facilities, particularly in the area
of pharmaceutical and
electronics.
A very positive recent
development is the move to
establish quality control
procedures in Ireland. This
~ffords.a great opportunity to all
In t~e air conditioning industryto
achIeve greater efficiency in
procedures and cost, and
improve the quality of the
product.ltisdisappointingtotalk
to end users, particularly in the
office sector of the market, and
hear the complaints made of air-
conditioning systems
performance.
. There are no doubt varying
VIews on the validity or
explanation behind this
dissatisfaction with the en~
product, but it cannot •
ignored, and we must all learn
the lessons from it. Well then,
where can we improve the
quality of the product for our
client?
System Engineer's Role
The system design engineer
must be consulted at an early
stage and be more articulate,
specific and forceful in advising
the client on his/her needs.
Where air conditioning is not
necessary, say so. We live in a
temperate climate where air
conditioning is not necessarily
the sole solution to comfort, but
is rather an option, not always
economic or satisfactory.
Where air conditioning is
necessary, advise the client in full
of what air conditioning means,
the reasons for it, its life cycle
costs, the options available and
its impact on the building, both
4
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A loud two-tone
boomingburp.
When a male orang utan is angry he makes sure that his feelings
are known.
He takes a deep breath which makes him swell up terrifyingly and
then releases the air to produce what has been described as a "loud two-tone
booming burp".
Just the opposite effect,
in fact, to that achieved by the
elegant range of Carrier packaged
and split air conditioning units.
Designed for a wide variety
of applications from offices, shops,
pubs and clubs, restaurants, conference
areas and factories, they quietly and
efficiently provide a clean and .
temperature controlled atmosphere
to make life more bearable.
Heating and cooling or
cooling only; there's a model
to suit your needs either
conventionally or energy
saVing heat pump operated.
And, tl1ere is also the
MOduline Variable Air Volume range
of terminals to provide draught free
air Circulation.
Whichever Carrier product you
choose, you can rely on tl1e Walker
Air Conditioning design, commissioning
and after sales service support.
Just ask us.
world leader in air conditioning
and heating technology
WALKER AIR CONDITIONING
Dublin Belfast Glasgow
300844 023185234 041-8870551
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1AIR CONDITIONING
Further information from
MitsubishiElectric, Western
Industrial Estate, Naas
Road, Dublin 12. Tel:
505007/561333.
spread. The units also
incorporate a fresh air intake
duct and a simple knockout
panel, providing fresh air
introduction if required.
Users will appreciate the
convenience of Mitsubishi
advanced control and flexibility.
All operations can be carried
out with the help of c1ose-at-
hand controls and LED
indicators.
Up to 16 units can be
controlled with one remote
controller. Units can be
installed up to 500 metres from
the controller, offering greater
design flexibility. Operation
itself is quick and easy thanks to
simple controls and an LED
display. .-
Units start at one secon~
intervals, each with a built-in
thermostat to maintain
individually desired room
temperaturs.
Misubishi traditional reliability
is complemented by a self-
diagnostic system incorporated
on the indoor models. If a
malfunction occurs the problem
is detected and instantly
indicated by an LED lamp.
Moreover, the design is
equipped with an alarm lamp,
emergency operating mechan-
ism, a trial operation switch, a 3
minute re-start prevention
mode and total re·start
prevention in case of power
failure.
Mitsubishi Quality &
Reliability
While Mitsubishi air condition·
ing units were made available a
few months ago in Ireland for the
first time, their official launch is
scheduled for the forthcoming
IhVex/Gas Ireland exhibition.
The extent of the comprehen-
sive range is vast (see Face to
Face, page 22) so the details
here concentrate merely on the
flagship of the Mitsubishi
portfolio - the PL and PLH
Series. The Mitsubishi PL and
PLH Series is an advanced
range of air conditioners and
heat pumps that provide cost-
effective solutions for offices,
stores, even private residences.
The range reflects the
increasing trend towards air
conditioning large buildings
with split· type systems. This
negates the need for costly,
time-consuming duct instal·
lation, providing a superbly
balanced conditioning system.
The Mitsubishi range also
keeps operating costs low while
maintaining individual flexibility
of each unit utilised.
The PLH heat pump models
benefit from a condenser fan
speed control, controlling
speed according to ambient
temperature.
On indoor models a suction
line thermal switch is fitted as
standard. This protects against
'icing-up' and does away with
the need for ade-icestat. Like all
products, the Mitsubishi Series
PL & PLH are covered by a two
year parts and labour warranty.
A twin-swing louvre mechan-
ism ensures uniform distribution
of cool air. Airflow direction is
altered at both outlets, giving an
even room-temperature
• Milsubishi "Mr Slim"
PLH Series.
reliability is essential for
sustained satisfaction and value.
Inaccessible, short-lived budget-
framed components are a drain
of both money and reputation.
Finally, contractors must
improve their performance at
the commissioning and
handover stage of a project.
Improvements in ths area are
critical to instill confidence and
satisfaction in our clients, and
encourage renewable work and
enhance the reputation of the
industry.
IMI/IS
Merger
spatial and operational. The
system design engineer must
not become preoccupied with
the lowest capital cost, or
achieving the less·than·
minimum·service space; rather,
he must take the lead in setting
out clearly the performance
specification standards.
The manufacturers must
carefully examine their products
and advise the system design
engineer or client on their
limitations and hidden costs.
Serviceable, lon~-Iasting
Powrmatic Expand
Powrmatic's expanded range of hot water heating coils, cooling
ventilation equipment for coils and filtration can be
industry now includes a series of incorporated in these units.
products to answer the growing Finally, in keeping with the
need for fire and natural recent focus on energy
ventilation systems. efficiency in industry, the
The new open·sky louvre, for Calecon Thermal Economiser is
example, is aimed atthe building proving the most popular
designer, architect and/or addition to today's heating
consultant who needs to use systems. This thermostatically-
heat and smoke release controlled fan unit saves
ventilators for safety and valuable fuel costs by
insurance purposes in today's recirculating all the warm air that
buildings. Comprehensive normally gathers in the roof
control systems allow either space. Fuel savings of upto 20%
group or individual operation of are possible depending on the
the ventilators for day·ta-day design factors of both the
ventilation purposes and in the building and the heating system
event of fire, master control employed.
switches enable the local fire Details from Area Manager
officer to control which building James Lowry at 58 Haddington
zones should be opened or Road, Dublin 4, (Tel: 01
closed, as required, to control 681355); or Ballymiscaw
the spread of fire. Road, Belfast. BT16 OTV.
A further addition to the range
is the multi-purpose ventilator
which incorporates the dual
function of providing fully·
weathered natural ventilation on
a day·to-day basis with additional
unrestricted openings for fire In July 1985, IMI extended its
ventilation as required. interests in airconditioning by
All unitsare life-cycle tested for the acquisiton of IS Air
continuos operation purposes Conditioning, the manufacturer
and are also tested and approved of specialist computer room air
for use as fire ventilators by conditioning products, marketed
recognised testing stations. The under the brand name Calder.
units are also approved by the Following the acquisition of IS
Fire Prevention Department of the companies continued to
the London Fire Authorities. trade independently, but during
This new equipment this time have developed ever
complements the existing closer ties and a decision was
Powrmatic range of powered taken with effect from 1January,
extract and input units including 1987 to merge the activities into
the Powrvent and Powrjet, a new company - IMI Air
designed for either general or Conditioning Ltd.
local extract ventilation systems For further informationon this
in all types of industry. development - and the details
The modular input range has of the full product portfolio -
been specially designed to be contact Temprite Services Ltd,
flexible enough to facilitate the No 1 Carysfort Avenue,
design requirements of today's Blackrock, Co. Dublin, (Tel:
air input requirements. Steam, 886739).
4 Irish H&V News, February 1987 6
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W
White-Westinghouse
Water Coolers
__ ~7
A
.C4y~M.....Sj
AIR CONDITIONING
&
HEATING SUPPLIES
~
AEROMASTERR
/if
• Modern attractive design
• Hi-Energy Saving
• Super cool and quiet
• Longlife operation
For the Ceiling Unit
• New Automatic Air
Sweep
• Remote Control
• Fixed Directional
Control
2 Store Street, Dublin 1.
Telephone 364775/364776/364778
High Performance
Fan Convector
(~·WAY)•. ,.,\",.~
Oil & Gas Fired
Air Heaters
€nvironheat
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~\\'l/~ NOWOODSI M\CROC\"\\P ~
AIR MOVEMENT ;r NG\N££RS PS \NH\"\
\NH\"\ M\N\NG E~ 1\0£\'1 \NOR\<.\NG \NITH MARINE ARCHITECTS.
\N£R£ £Q\}l\l~ NNERS', WHH FARMERS AS
.ROOM Pll\
M£O\Cl\l Cl£I\N SE AS CENTRIFUGAL FANS FOR THE RUSSIAN GAS PIPELINE
I\ppl\CI\T\ONS AS DIVER
I\NO ON ON OF THE MESSINA-PALERMO MOTORWAY TUNNELS - N
'J£N1\lI\1\ OT TO MENTI
I\NO1\"\£ NG \N ALL SORTS OF BUILDINGS IN ALL SORTS 0 ON
CONOH\ON\ FCLIMATES
~\R' 1\"\\NG TO 00 WITH AIR MOVEMENT TECHN .
rOR I\N'{ OLOGY Tp~, , fl~T~
fiCl£.
COLCHESTER LTD, TUFNELL WAY, COLC IlD£Rs
oDS Ot HES'ER .~o C~5
IJIfj> fjD,
<.., 0<3
06<1.
<)1/22
t{ 1-,
"'9-(5l~
~~
Af-f
o2a
t5's~~
'Si'
9cre DISTRlBUTORS(IRELAND}LTD
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS & DISTRIBUTORS
HEAD OFFICE: 15-19 Hendrick St.,
(off Benburb St.), Dublin 7.
Telephone: 775413. Telex: 33459
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•, .
thermostat which is located in up
to eight individual zones. It
modulates the damper which
regulates the flow of conditional
air to meetthesettemperature in
each zone.
The WT system can reduce
the total specified tonnage
necessary, lowering initial
equipment costs and with each
zone precisely controlled energy
savings in operation will result.
The Carrier WT system can
be added to an existing HVAC
and duct system of almost any
type with no needforspecialVAV
equipment. WT will provide a
more sophisticated yet cost
effective form of ai r conditioning
for small to medium buildings
using 3 to 30 ton equipment.
Also new is the modular
central station air handling unit
from Carrier. The Moduflex 39F
is cost-effective, being a wholly·
modular system based on
standardised panels, reinforced
vertical sections, and accessories
which can be assembled to meet
a customer's exact specifications.
The rigid frame with vertical
reinforcement supports either
single or double skin standard
panels. These are manufactured
packaged or split ducted
constant volume cooling and
heating units which can only
satisfy single zone load
requirements. This is the sum
total of all peak zone
requirements even though the
peaks may occur at different
times. In buildings where multi-
use areas exist, with shifts in solar
gain, together with different
comfort level requirements of
occupants, demand cannot be
satisfactorily met with this type of
equipment.
Carrier have developed their
new WT system specifically to
provide a cost effective system
that responds to these varying
factors. This comprises the
Carrier Computerised Damper
System (COS) combined With
their standard single packaged
roof top or ducted split system
constant volume heating or
cooling units. They work in
tandem to provide variable
volume and variable temperature
with individual zone control,
based on the 'Block load' orpeak
load requirements for the entire
building at a given amount.
The COS system incorporates
a micro computer based
Gemini
TWIN FAN UNITS
• Compact
• Quiet
j • Roof Mounted
• Duct Mounted
• Wall Mounted
• Automatic Changeover Panels
• HOT SPOT Motor Protection
The
1975 and evaluated by the IIRS.
They also manufacture
volume control dampers and
sound attenuators. Sandford
would like to inform their many
clients that they are now fully
equiped for fabrication of
stainless steel to a high polish
finish.
Further information from
Sandford Engineering Co. Ltd.•
Kill Avenue. Dun Laoghaire. Co.
Dublin. Tel: 806481.
Carriers New
vvrSystem
Walker Air Conditioning are
introducing to the Irish market a
new concept in comfort air
conditioning for small to
medium·sized commercial
buildings. Traditionally, many of
these buildings are served by
57/58 Brunswick St., Dublin 7.
Tel: 7204481720555/720971
Telex: 91129
DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
•
Quiet Pack twin fan unit.
Success Story For
Sandford Engineering
lAIR CONDITIONING
Sandford Engineering has never
looked back since the launch of
their Irish-made "Tifeu" fire
damper three years ago. When
most companies are thinking of
cutbacks, Sandford have
steadily increased their
workforce and have plans this
year for an extension to existing
plant in Dun Laoghaire.
Sandford Engineering have
proved that there is ademand for
Irish-made products in the air
conditioning business. With one
of the most modern plants in the
ountry, they see no end to the
components they can manufact-
ure in the coming years.
Sandford owe their success to
the quality oftheir products, their
reliability and quick delivery to
any part of the country - north
and south. They are the only
company who manufacture a
completely Irish-made fire
damper tested to British
Standard : Part 8 1972 and the
International Standard ISO 834 :
THE ONL Y NAME IN VENT/LA T/ON
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lAIR CONDITIONING
Contamination
Control System
The Cosa/Tron System is an plate'out on all surfaces and
additional discipline to high· people.
efficiency filters, in a normal air· This is particularly true with
handling system serving heated contamination caused by
ventilated and air conditioned combustion processes such as
spaces. tobacco smoke, automobile
The Cosa/Tron system exhausts and other internal
controls the deposition or combustion engines. The
plating-out of fine particles on combustion causes what is
vertical, horizontal and inverted known as thermal ionization
surfaces within the conditional resulting in highly charged
space. This reduces the odours particles. The charge on these
and irritating effects of these particles, usually positive, has a
space'generated fine particles. driving force much greater than
The Cosa/Tron system does the force ofair movementacross
not replace filters. It allows the the particle or drag force.
filters to be more effective in the The air-handling system is
air-handling system, unable to move these fine
Why is an additional system particles to the filters to be
necessary to control contamin- collected. Si ncethe surfaces and
ationwhenwealreadyhavehigh- people in the room are close to
efficiency filters available? electrical'ground potential, they
The American Society of become collecting surfaces.
Heating, Refrigeration and Air The solution to most
Conditioning Engineers and contamination control problems
others have found that is to control the electrical space
approximately 99 percent of all charge and allow these fine
the contamination in the air is particles to become airbome so
one (1) Micron and smaller they can be collected by the
based on size particle filters or exhausted overboard
distribution. Approximately 92 depending on the ratio ofoutside
percent of this 99 percent of air and/or make-up air to return
contamination is one-half air.
Micron and smaller. Studies The Cosa/Tron Contamination
have shown that particles in this Control System has proven
size range will remain successful in thousands of
suspended indefinitely in the installations.
conditioned space. Further Available from: ShamrockAir
studies have shown that these Conditioning Ltd•• Unit 4 Lllmar
particles, for the most part, carrY Industrial Estate. Coolock
an electrical charge which Lane. Sanby. Tel: 427853/
causes them to deposit and/or 427069.
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of Colchester have designed a
range of smokespill roof extract
units in two versions. The DVA
range with glass fibre cowl and
metal sub·frame. This unit is
available in five sizes to cover
extract rates up to 10mJ/s. For
higher extract rates, up to
45mJ/s, the all metal UDA
smokespill unit is available in
nine sizes.
Both units incorporate
special version of Wood
Aerofoil axial flow fan which are
installed for vertical discharge.
Air operated shutters are
standard and link controlled
spring release shutters are an
option. Two-speed motors can
be fitted for normal emergency
use and a full range ofcontrols is
available.
These units have been witness
tested by FIRTO (Fire Insurers
Researchers and Testing
Organisation).
These units, Woods feel,
complete the family of roof
mounted ventilation units
offered by the Company. These
include roof extract units, input
units, twin fan toilet extract, fume
extraction and now emergency
smoke extraction.
Further information is
available from GEC Distribution
(Ireland) Ltd. 15/19 Hendrick
Street. Dublin 7. Tel: 775413;
Telex: 33459.
• Woods of Colchesters,
Axcent 2, mixed nowfan.
New From Woods/GEe
In the last year, Woods of
Colchester have launched two
major new products onto the H
and V Market.
The first of these was the
Axcent 2 mixed flow fan, which
was launched in January 1985
after more than three years of
technical research and
development. The product
provides new designparameters
to the H&V system engineer.
offering the power of d
centrifugal fan for the price and
compactness of an in-line axial
flow fan. The in-linefeatureofthe
product, coupled with an
excellent air distribution pattern,
low noise levels and pressure
developing capabilityupt02kPa,
offers many advantages for
applications where Centrifugal
fans have been used previously.
The second product range
launched this year byWoods was
the Smokespill roof extract unit
range. These units, which are
adapted from the Colchester
range of roof extract units,
provide emergencyventilation in
case of fire, in areas such as
Department Stores and
Shopping Malls.
New fire regulations require
building designers to incorporate
positive means of smoke
extraction in enclosed spaces, to
assist in evacuation of
occupants within a building.
To meet these needs, Woods
Twentyunitsizesareavailable,
most with a choice of three fan
sizes, covering a range between
300 litres/sec to 24,000
litres/sec.
Walker Air Conditioning
engineers are trained by the
manufacturer to assist with
computer selection and design
parameters for everyapplication.
A full after sales and
maintenance service is also
offered on all Carrier equipment
supplied by Walker.
Further information is
available from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd. Dublin
Indusbial Estate. Finglas Road.
Dublin 11. Tel: 300844.
in galvanealled sheet steel with
baked polyester powder paint
finish and secured from inside
the framework To allow access
without damaging the insulation,
all floor panels are double
skinned, as are access doors,
which are filled with quick
release catches.
Single and double skinned
panels are insulated with fire
resistant fibreglass, protected
with an integral liner where
necessary.
Panels can be rearranged and
even exchanged on site to
accommodate design changes
which would otherwise becostly,
and ease of assemby reduces
installation time and costs.
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Think Gemini
By Dan Chambers Ltd
• Gemini twin fan units from Dan Chambers Ltd. Picture
shows the nush mounting model (top) with the power unit
(bottom).
motor which is factory matched
to its centrifugal impeller, the G2
and TDFbeing backward curved
with the Mini-twin and the Quiet
Pack twin being forward curved.
Powerful, quiet and all speed
controllable, the units are
designed for long hard life,
particularly the motors whose
rate offailureofless than one unit
per thousand means "fit it and
forget it" can be the order of the
day. All motors have Hot Spot
overload protection as standard.
A full range of ancillary
equipment is available ranging
from soaker sheets to facilitate
roof mounting, terminal cowls,
auto chageover panels, speed
controllers, and the new Gemini
Mark 11 mini-twin comes
complete with built-in automatic
changeover and time delay as
standard.
Further information from Dan
Chambers Ltd. 57 North
Brunswick Street. Dublin 7. Tel:
720555/720971.
A most comprehensive range
of twin fan units is on offer from
Dan Chambers with duties
ranging from 40 dm to 4615
cfm and performing against
pressures up to 1.5 ins w.g.
Sharp modern styling is
personified in the new Gemini
Mark 11 mini-twin available in
surface, flush or duct versions
and ideal for office or
commercial applications,
having exceptional air perfor-
mance beyond that of any
competitive product.
Roof extract installations are
11 catered for with the new and
extended G2B range, which
offers 16 different models while
ducted installations will
welcome theTDF"in-line" range
of units. For applications
requiring "whisper quiet"
performance, the proven and
popular Quiet Pack is now
available as a twin-fan unit also.
All the units are powered by
the revolutionary external rotor
LOOKOUT FOR ROOF UNITS
NOW FITTED WITH HOT SPOT MOTOR PROTECTION
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720 448
HOT SPOT motor protection is one of Roof
Units most important product developments
since the launch of the external rotor motor
concept
It means that any overloading of direct driven
fans can be fully monitored - avoiding costly
motor burn outs by factors not dealt with by
conventional overload protection systems.
Now HOT SPOT is fitted to the country's best
range of roof extract units.
Either low silhouette or vertical discharge, axial
or centrifugal, all powered by the incredible ZA
external rotor motor.
The robust glass fibre housings come in
standard oak colour with any British standard
colour available at a nominal extra charge. Backed
by a full range ofancillaries which includes the
largest range of soaker sheets in Europe.
For full details send for the comprehensive
Roof Units brochure.
AXIAL AND CENTRIRJGAL
ROOF EXTRACT UNITS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT HOT SPOT YOU'D BETTER LOOK OUI
f • @Oroo unitsgroup_...::':':: .. ". =::::'::~=='
Peartree House, Peartree Lane. Dudley. West Midlands DY2 OQU, UK. Tel: Brierley Hill (0384) 74062. Telex: 335696 RUNITS G.
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Chassis Unit Casing: All
units will be manufactured using
galvanised metallic components
and treated with fire resistant
material, to provide condensate
and sound insulation.
Cabinet unit casing: The
exterior cabinet comprises a
metallic front panel in mild steel
and textured moonstone
coloured paint with matching
brown grilles. The end panels
are teak wood grain and
complement the painted
components.
Slideaway fan tray:
Commonality between sizes is
maintained between chassis
and cabinet units, with the
slideaway fan tray acting as a
condensate drip pan for
horizontal and vertic
mountin~.
Multispeed fan blower: All
units are suitable for electrical
supply of 220-240V AC Iph 50
Hz.
Insulation: Various
components comprising the
chassis casing and fan tray are
coated with insulation materials
to resist fire to BS476 Pt. 1 class
" flame test.
Heat exchanger coil: The
Unit 4, Lilmar Industrial Estate,
Coolock Lane, Santry.
Tel: 427853/427069
For all your
requirements at
competitive prices
Liquid Chillers
Heat Pumps and
Heat Recovery Systems
Computer and Office raised floors
Air Handling Units
Packaged and split packaged units
Dehumidifiers
Computer Room AIC Systems
Selection and design facilities
Commissioning Service
Maintenance
Costatron Air Purification System
Shamrock Air
Conditioning Ltd.
In the summer position only
the fan operates. A room
thermostat is provided to
maintain the desired temper-
ature within the heated area. A
time clock is fitted to govern the
operating times of the unit, and a
day omission device will ensure
that the heater does not operate
at the week-end, although there
is a manual control to over-ride
the clock when required.
The oil firing equipment is
suitable for operation with gas
or oil having a viscosity of 35
seconds Redwood No. 1 at
100F. The heaters can be
supplied fitted with burners
suitable for operation on N.G.
or L.P.G.
Enviroheat - The Corniche
range of Environheat fan coil
units is offered in two styles for
use on chilled or hot water
installations: Chassis models for
application using builder's work
exterior, and Cabinet models of
elegant modern styling are
suitable for all interior
contemporary decorations.
Both types of units are capable
of universal mounting either for
horizontal or vertical fixing on
walls or ceilings.
The heat exchager, designed
for long life, is completely
gastight and constructed from
heavy gauge mild steel plate.
After combustion, the gases
enter the heat exchanger and
release the remaining useful
heat before passing to the flue
outlet.
The Watson House WVNI
WVD range of warm air heaters
are fitted with the most up to
date oil or gas burners available.
High combustion efficiency
coupled with extreme ease of
servicing ensure long trouble
free life. The burners used are
exclusively Riello which have
been laboratory matched and
extensively field trialed.
A high and low limit
combination control unit
ensures that the ventilating fan
operates only when the air has
reached a suitable temperature
for distribution. The fan will
automatically stop when the
outlet air temperature drops
after the burner has discontinued
firing.
I.
New unit kills germs,
creates 'fresh' air
Unitherm Products Ltd., Unit 291DA Centre, Pearse St., Dublin 2.
Telephone 01-716577 Telex 31643 RMK
A Dublin firm is manufacturing a machine described
as "the ultimate air steriliser". This is the Germazap, a
steriliser which can be used in chill rooms,
supermarkets, food processing plants, laboratories,
restaurants and agricultural buildings.
The machine generates extensive quantities of
electrically charged oxygen molecules by means of
state-of-the-art corona discharge tubes, thus
producing oxygen clusters.
These clusters, energised on a high level, destroy
vi ruses, bacteria, mould spores, gases, odou rs and so
on. The oxygen clusters are perfectly safe in terms of
human health, however, they aresensed as "fresh" air
as might be found at high altitudes in unpolluted
atmospheres.
Indeed, a further, major advantage of the
Germazap is the improved quality of the air in a
working environment. For breathing polluted air
leads to fatigue, and lack of oxygen may lead to a long
term deterioration in health.
Wide Choice From CMS
UN.THERM PRODUCTS LTD.
CMS, the newly-formed air
conditioning and heating
supplies specialists, have quite
an impressive portfolio of
products. Given its extent, we
can only detail here examples
from the principals concerned.
Pak-A-Ray - Vertical oil and
gas-fired air heaters. Features
are:
Durable red finish casing,
robustly constructed in mild
steel and adequately stiffened to
provide a serviceable and
attractive unit. Easy access for
maintenance and inspection is
from the front of the heater.
The main ventilating fans are
of the centrifugal type having a
high operating efficiency. The
fan motor is wired for operation
for 400/440 volt, 3 phase, 50Hz,
4 wire electrical supply. A single
phase motor may be fitted if
required at extra cost. Where
higher outlet pressures are
required for extensive
ductwork distribution systems,
suitable fans can be fitted at
extra cost.
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Multi-System
Air Conditioners
How manufactured in
Ireland by Sandford
Engineering who
invite comparison
with all imported
products in cost,
quality, and delivery.
Fire Dampers
NOTE
. . I' \:. ~
. f' .1: " toSalldford EngineerIng
Co.Ltd.
1. Our TIFEU fire dampers are 4
hour tested to British Standard 476:
Part 8 1972 and the International
Standard ISO 834: 1975 and
evaluated by the liftS.
2. Immediate manufacture and
delivery following order.
3. Any size supplied.
Sandford Engineering
Co.Ltd.
Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire
Tel: 806481
• Daikin multi-system air
conditioners from Coolair Ltd.
Above is a typical application.
your building. The ceiling
mounted fan coil units save floor
space, too;
Energy Savings - The
compressor in each of the
condensing units automatically
switches between three stages
according to the cooling load of
the room. The result is
significant energy savings;
Upkeep Savings - The Multi-
System Air Conditioning frees
you forever from annoying and
expensive water piping systems
and bulkyducting. Daikinquality
engineering has resulted in a
simpler system thatallows easier
installation and maintenance.
Further information from
Coolair Ltd, Unit C, Cookstown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght. Co.
Dublin. Tel: 511244.
absorber, with a low speed PSC
single phase motor and a highly-
efficient plastic fibre propeller
fan.
Guard Protection:
Compressor and propeller fan
are protected by a plastic
coated grill;
Complete Electrical Control:
The control system is inter
locked and is complete
with Magnetic Starter, Hi-Lo
pressure Switch, Starting and
Time Delay Switches.
Optional Extras: A high
performance aluminium slit fin
for high ambient temperatures;
Three way service valve; Rotary
compressors.
Obviously, this is but a brief
resume of the extensive CMS
range.
For full details contact
CMS Ltd., 2 Stone Street,
Dublin 2. Tel: 363633/
364775.
Daikin Multi·System air
conditioners are efficient
modules that provide a variety of
system configurations, all easy
to install in both newand existing
small to medium-sized
buildings. A combination of
various condensing units and
fan coil units makes itpossibleto
cool up to 1000 . 1500 sq.
meters.
Main advantages are as
follows:-
Cost Savings - Noduetingor
water piping necessary! Run only
refrigerant and drain piping. No
expensive transfer equipment,
either. Drastically cuts
installation time and costs;
Space savings - No bulkyair
ducting, no water chiller and
circulating system: Daikin
maximizes the usable space in
coil is a continuous plate fin
bonded mechanically to solid
drawn copper to provide a rigid
construction. The heat
exchanger is suitable for cooling
or heating application
Aeromaster condensing
unit features: It is composed of a
condenser, compressor,
propeller fan and other auxiliary
components in a weather
proofed anti-rust, zinc
phosphated, bonderized heavy
gauge, space saving, steel
cabinet, finished with high
quality baked enamal paint.
Energy Saving: - Newly-
developed compressor for Hi-
EER with High Performance
Coils with excellent Heat
Transfer properties, which
educes electrical running
osts;
Low Sound Levels: These
have been achieved by means of
a low noise compressor
mounted on an anti-vibration
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Germazap
The Answer
The modern world is a stuffy
place. Many people now spend
most of their working day
indoors, forbidden by bossy
builders to open windows. They
breathe and re·breathe a tepid,
enervating office smog - and
they fall ill. Doctors call it
.. building sickness". The
symptoms sore throat,
blocked or runny nose, dry eyes,
lethargy and headaches - all
are too familiar, and the causes
all too mysterious.
Pure Hypochondria?
Surveys show that building
sickness is far more common in
air conditioned buildings than in
naturally ventilated buildings.Air
conditioned buildings are
disproportionately worse. Take a
ten storey building occupied by
members of a single profession
where five floors of the building
are air conditioned and five are
naturally ventilated. The air
conditioned professionals are
the sickerones.There is certainly
something other than hypo-
chondria at work here.
Why is Air Conditioning just
not enough?
Conditioned air is not
biologically fresh because it
contains insufficient "oxygen
clusters". Germazap produces
large amounts of oxygen
molecules (Q2) which arrange
themselves into grape-like
formations called ..oxygen
clusters". This is not ozone (03),
which is aggressive. Oxygen
clusters are harmless and are
sensed by man as fresh airwhich
is easy to breathe. They are
energetically on a higher level
and therefore oxidise, neutralise
or destroy odours, gases, micro-
organisms such as airborne
viruses, bacteria, mould spores
etc., as performed by sunlight in
the earth's atmosphere at
unpolluted altitudes.
How can a Germazap help?
In hotels, offices, banks,
restaurants, hospitals, super-
markets, department stores and
conference areas, Germazap air
sterilisers are adding the vital
ingredients to conventional air
conditioning systems, thus
realising air conditioning's full
potential. Unitherm's Germazap
combats the degree of air
pollution that mechanical
systems of air filtering cannot
correct and takes account of the
electrostatic and biological
content of the air. The
decontaminating and deodoris-
ing effectiveness also takes into
account the ambient tempera,
tures and humidity.
Instead of the accepted norm
of one air change per 20
minutes, Germazap reduces this
requirement to one air change
per 3 hours. These benefits are
available without the need for
either structural alterations tothe
existing air conditioning system
or the building. The beneficial
effects of the Germazap are felt
within 30 minutes of installation.
Concentration of Ions per CM3
of air
It has previously been assumed
that to correct the imbalance of
positive ions a unit that emits
only negative ions should be
used.
Concentration of Positive Negative
ions per cubic Ions Ions
meter of air
Mountain or
coastal areas 2,000 1,800
City centre office 100 50
But it has been shown that a
surplus amount of negative ions
has ill effects similar to the ill
effects of a surplus of positive
ions.
How much does it cost?
The equipment required to
install a Germazap air steriliser in
a typical air conditioning unit is
about £700. The installation
requires no attention by the
customer, and a half-yearly
maintenance service will be
provided by Unitherm Products
Ltd ata nominalcost. Foroffices
without air conditioning small
wall- or ceiling-mounted models
are available, from £245.
For further information
contact the manufacturers
(Jnitherm Products Ltd.. (Jnit
29 lOA Centre. Pearse Street.
Dublin 2. telephone 716577.
716739. 716365. Applications
are being accepted for a very
limited number of distributors
for this Guaranteed Irish
product. Contact Don Northen
at (Jnitherm for more
information.
When there's a risk of fire you don't take chances.
That's why at Lidiard & Skelton we have manufactured
an uncompromising well engineered range of fire ventilation
equipment.
Having made it we ensure that it's properly installed.
Our own design and installation team will guarantee a
system that's tailor made to your reqUirements. from our
comprehensive range of products.
Lidiard & Skelton Fire Ventilation can also double as
natural ventilation allowing you the fleXibility to take the heat
out of the situation whenever you need to.
More details are available in our free prodUct guide
The Facts' available by posting the coupon.
LIDIARD &SKELTON
FIRE VENTILATION
NOPEN AND SHUT CASE
,j"/~ L1"~I.£,jUolo~-.Io"".,;a_,.;,{";Wlool.;.""~IJ.I"'''''-'-''''--I.I.Io.Io''"I",;j'''',I,,,,;;''-'''''''-Ao''';''''''''''''''''iiW'''''''''.a.lI.IiO;.I,j'''
~/I'~~
j * FireventlSkyvent '/* Roof Louvresl *Multi Func'tionI / I Wall Louvr~s \ \ \ \\
Opowrmatic
LID lARD & SKELTON IS A POWRMATIC GROUP COMPANY
To: Powrmatic Ltd. Winterhay Lane.llminster. Somerset TA19 9PQ. _
r
: Name POsltlon _
: Company Address ~
~ .--I--m--:-m--m--:c--m--iZ----------------------~
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Flexible System Control for the
Greatest Energy Savings Ever
Micro-Climate Control keeps saving you money,
day in and day out. With Micro-Climate Control
the cooling is locally controlled, from a conve-
nient remote control in each room. Remote
control thermostats automatically control the
corresponding compressors in three stages:
Maximum, 50% and Off, for an amazing
energy savings. And each fan coil unit can be
shut off independently from the remote control
to avoid cooling empty rooms.
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DAIKIN
Retrofit Fit Air Conditioning
Cooling Only And Heat Pump
Low Initial Investment, Low
Maintenance Bills
Actually, you save every step of the way with
the Multi-System Air Conditioner. You save in-
stallation space because the system needs no
bulky air ducting, transfer equipment or water
piping, and you save the cost of these
materials too, as well as the time normally
taken to install them. You end up with a
system that, through superior efficiency and
organization, is simpler and thus more reliable.
This results in lower maintenance costs.
.....------------'""\S'> I
coolail1
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION
25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01) 511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel.: (021) 503630 Telex: 76152
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Walker Open Days
Hardware Fair
THE INTERNATIONAL
Hardware Fair - Tools, Locks
+ Fittings, Building and 0.1. Y.
Supplies - 8 to II March 1987,
is heading for a new record
number of exhibitors in
Cologne. Over 1,900 exhibitors
from 38 countries are expected
to participate, with a foreign
share of around 50%. Th
International Hardware Fai
occupies gross exhibition space
of 132,000 sq. m. in Cologne's
exhibition halls 9 to 14. The
three product group centres -
Tools, Lock + Fittings and
Building and DIY Supplies -
are clearly arranged within the
halls.
Increases compared to last
year's fair are particularly
reported in the Building and
DIY segment thanks to new
well-known manufacturer of
building materials, chemical
products, paints and varnishes.
But the comprehensive range of
tools, locks, fillingsandsecurity
systems will also expand.
The largest groups of
exhibitors are expected from
Italy, France, Great Britain,
Spain, Japan, the USA, the
etherland and Switzerland.
Sixteen countries will be
represented with a total of 25
official group exhibitions.
• Fr~nk Hamilton has been appointe_
a Dtrector of Wexal Internation,-
Ltd., sole extruders of aluminium in
Ireland. Mr Hamilton has been
General Manager of Wexal for the
past three years. He joined the
company at its inception in 1978 and
has held various positions since then,
including Production and Plant
Manager.
the collection from debtors and
the resolution of Retention of
Title Claims are also
proceeding.
As for the amount of the total
debts owing, the liquidator told
us that the £1.5 million figure
being talked about in this
respect is inaccurate. The figure
in question is, in itself, correct
but it refers to the total amount
the holding parent company -
the Abbey Group - is revising
its books by relative to P J
Matthews. In making provision
to write off the net assets of P J
Matthews in terms of the
consolidated accounts for all the
companies in the Abbey Group,
this is the sum involved.
However, once again to
reiterate the liquidator's
account of this matter: "There is
no deficit ... the company is
solvent ... and all debtors will be
paid in full".
launched. One is a wholly-
modular Central Station air
handling unit system called the
Carrier "Moduflex" 39F and
the other an entirely new
concept in achieving comfort
conditioning in small to medium
buildings using the Carrier
'VVT' ystem.
Senior managers recently
ret urned from an intensive
training course with the
manufactures in USA, will
introduce V2-hour audio visual
presentations. Several are
scheduled to take place each day
and afterwards visitors will have
the opportunity to discuss
applications for the new
products and technology.
Together with the latest split
and small package air
conditioners, Carrier now
provide an extremely
comprehensive range of top
quality equipment, offering the
kind of flexibility which appeals
to dealers and installers. Walker
have therefore assembled an
attractive business package and
are actively seekng dealers and
installers throughout Ireland
who would be interested in
pursuing this opportunty.
A full bar and buffet will be
available on both Thursday 12
and Friday 13 March and
visitors will be welcome from 10
am to 7 pm. Anyone wishing to
attend who has not yet received
an invitation please contact
Gerry Ross on Dublin 300844.
continued from page 1
month period required by law.
However, he emphasised that
he does not see the procedure
taking the maximum length of
time allowed. Given that the
company is in liquidation a
certain modus operandi has to be
adhered to but, the plan is for
dividends to be paid to trade
creditors in the coming months,
that is of course after all
preferential claims have been
honoured.
In the meantime it's "business
as usual" in the Dublin,
Waterford and Limerick outlets
while the liquidator pursues all
the possibilities, from the
disposal of the whole company
as a going concern to any other
options which may arise.
Enquiries have already been
received in this respect but, at
the time of going to press,
nothing concrete could be
reported.
The disposal of other assets,
was passed to wind up the
company. This decision was
taken following a review of the
performance over the last few
years during which time losses
had been incurred. Additionally,
future prospects looked grim.
Members took the view that,
with the unhealthy state of the
marketplace and given that P J
Matthews & Co was already
feeling the pinch, to continue
trading would h'lVe been
incorrect. Hence the decision to
voluntarily wind up the
company in a manner which
would enable all debts to be
discharged in full.
A spokesman for the
liquidator told Irish H& V News
that there is no specific deficit as
such given that the company is
solvent. As faras he is concerned
sufficient assets and funds are
available to pay everybody in
full and he sees this obligation
being honoured within the 12-
P.J. Matthews
• Oliver Reddy, VMRA Consulting Engineers, welcomes Michael Curley, MD
of T. E. Lynskey Ltd., to Tramway House. Michael accepted an invitation to
present a paper on "Management - a contractors view" to VMRA as part of
VMRA's Continuing Professional Development (CPD) programme. VMRA
have, as part of their overall Quality Assurance effort, been holding these in-
house CPD courses on a regular basis over thepast 2/3years. Michael Curley 's
paper was first presented to the students in the College of Technology, Bolton
Street, at a special day for students organised by the Chartered Institution of
Building Services Engineers, Republic ofIreland Branch in September, 1986.
WALKER AIR Conditioning The IBM PC will be in
are holding two open days on 12 opera tion, using softwa re
and 13 March next at their packages for Walk-Air
premises in Finglas Road, dehumidifiers in swimming
Dublin. Visitors will be able to pool applications and the
see the full range of equipment Carrier EZO-Ilload estimating
marketed by all divisions programme.
including HRP Walker and Two completely new product
WAC Chesterton. ranges from Carrier will be
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Merchant of The Year
liquidation, there i no concrete
evidence relative to the amount
of monies involved. Guessti-
mates circulating within the
trade vary enormously but/rish
H& V News could substantiate
none. Consequently, we await
further developments and will
report on them accordingly as
they unfold.
Nonetheless, the implications
of the receivership for the
industry as a whole - and for
M asterair's trade suppliers in
particular - are far-reaching.
They are especially keen to see
the problem resolved.
Masterair
Receivership
continued from page 1
going concern. H is deliberations
were still at a very early stage
when we talked though he did
express some degree of
optimism in this respect.
In the meantime, he was also
investigating Retention of Title
claims which, he said, once
substantiated would be dealt
with.
Being that the company is in
Receivership and not in
• The Thermo King Europe plant in Galway, which is a division of the
Westinghuse Electric Corporation, has come tops in the organisation's world-
wide quality audit, for the second year running. Thermo King's Managing
Director, Sean Kinsella, who was one of the featured speakers at the Irish
Quality Control Association conference in the Berkeley Court, said: "This is a
tremendous tribute to our workforce, and it shows what Ireland has to offer to
overseas companies. We exceeded our score last year, which means that we're
setting ourselves a tough target for 1987!" Thermo King Europe, one offour
Westinghouse business units in Ireland, employs over 520 people, and is the
world leader in transport refrigeration. Picture shows Sean Kinsella (right)
being congratulated on Thermo King's achievement by John Murphy, Chief
Executive ofthe Irish Quality Control Association.
by Wavin, Ireland's leading
manufacturer of pvc pipes
systems.
As well as winning the
national award Doyle's also
won the Leinster Regional
Award. Other regional awards
went to Frank Barrell and Sons,
Ballinasloe and two Chadwick
branches, Sallynoggin, Co
Dublin and Midleton, Co Cork.
The Awards were presented
by the Minister for the
Environment, John Boland,
TO, at a lunch in Dublin priorto
Christmas. All the award winers
were selected for the very high
quality of their customer
service, well laid out stocks and
well presented premises.
Pictured at the presentation of the Builders Merchant ofthe Year Award are
(left to right): Des Byrne, Managing Director, Wavin; Michael Doyle, Carlow,
National Award Winner; Joe Nolan, President, Irish Hardware Association and
John Boland, TD, Minister for the Environment.
A FAMILY-owned builders'
merchant which first oI-':ned its
doors over 100 years ago, is this
year's Builder Merchant of the
Year. The company is M P
Doyle Ltd of Carlow.
Founded in 1884, Doyle's of
the Shamrock as it is known, is
now one of the most modern
builders merchants in the
country. The name Doyle's of
the Shamrock stems from the
fact that the premises was
offically opened on St. Patrick's
Day 1884 by James Doyle, the
great grandfather of the present
Managing Director, Michael
oyle.
This is the inaugural year of
the Builders Merchant of the
Year Award which is sponsored
..
....
ROBlVthe hallmarkof the
world's finest boilers.
Throughout the UK and across the world the Robey range of
boilers are renowned for their superior standards of engineering,
efficient performance, reliability and long working life.
Gas, oil or coal fired they are the ideal investment for engineers
requiring 1000 to 70,OOOlbs/hr of steam, or equivalent hot water
duties, for process or heating.
With back up services, including system design, the commissioning of
equipment, aftersales service and spares, we have the resources, the
experience and the reputation to fulfil your requirements.
Take a good look at the Robey range of boilers from
r Babcock Robey.
~o'IRf2?~T~A~~~~~N~j~fN~t~
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Striving For Quality
Assurance Award
• HOLPAK HCP816013 cold water packaged pressure booster system for
duties up to 24M31Hr and a head of55M for large industrial premises, offices
and apartments. Manufactured in Dublin by Holfe/d Pumps.
Prestige Orders
For Holfeld Pumps
TRADING IN the construction industry in 1986 has been difficult
with activity generally falling. Even so, Holfeld Pumps have been
successful in securing contracts for the supply of pumping'
equipment against quite stiff competition, for a wide range of
projects in both the refurbishment and new building sectors. Some of
these include:
Dublin Castle refurbishment where Holfeld Pumps won orders for a
total ofeight Holpak Pump Sets which they manufacture in Dublin,
including cold water boosters, fire hose reel sets and oil transfer sets,
and a large number of Grundfos twin circulating pumps.
The College of Technology extension, Bolton Street where Holfeld
Pumps again supplied Holpak Booster Sets and a total of 13
Grundfos twin circulating pumps.
Other major contracts secured by the Holfeld Pumps sales force
include the extension to Antigen in Roscrea and a reasonable list of
other smaller contracts including schools, factory extensions and
hospitals.
FOLLOWING ITS inauguration
last year, the Grundfos
"Striving For Quality
Assurance" Award proved an
exceptional success with all
sectors of the industry - from
architects through to the
consultants and mechanical and
electrical contractors - all
participating very actively in the
scheme.
The attendance at the
presentation ceremony in the
National Concert Hall reflected
this with the principals from
each and everyone ofthe leading
firms involved in the building
services industry present.
Tanaiste and Minister for
Energy, Mr Dick Sping, TO,
also gave the scheme his
approval and was on hand on the
day to present the prizes to the
award winners.
However, now is the time to
make preparations for the 1987
Award. The exact timescale for
the return of completed entry
forms has as yet to be finalised
but essentially the programme
will follow last year's' pattern.
Forms will be made available in
later this month for completion
by the end of March. Judging
will then be carried out over
April with the winner being
announced at a special
ceremony to be held in May.
As with last year the judging
panel will comprise nominated
representatives from the
building services associations
such as the CIBSE and the
MEBSCA with the NSAI
(National Standards Authority
of Irei and) involved. Indeed, the
scheme is a joint effort betwe
Grundfos and the SAL
Nonetheless, there has been
one change in the format. To
encourage a broader
participation and to avoid a
preferential bias towards the
larger firms, the award will not
be presented on the basis of a
nominated building project but
rather on an analysis of the firm
itself. The new questionnaire
has been designed to
accommodate this change.
For further details contact
Bernard Costelloe or Paul
O'Regan at 01-954926.
New Dublin Gas - Where To Now?
With so much happening visa vis New Dublin Gas in the last two
months - and also so much being written and said via the media
- there is little point in Irish H& V Nell'sadding its contribution at
this tage. The industry, i.e. you our readers, do not need
reminding of the implications of all that is transpiring. The
ramifications for contractors and suppliers alike are enormous
and perhaps all we can wish and hope for is that somehow
someone, somewhere - with the ability and power to resolve the
problem - will do so before it's too late.
• Eddie O'Donne/l
appointed as
Administration Manager and
Company Secretary of Ergas. Mr.
O'Donne/l, 47, joins the company
from Irish SheD, where he was
Contro/ler and also held positions in
the marketing andplanning areas.
• Peter Markey has been appointed
Operations Directoroflones OilLtd,
a wholly - owned subsidiary oflones
Group PLC.
Reeonair Lld
and Deneo
are VAT £4,820; and
PA YE/PRSI - £5,632. The
Non-Preferential List contains
over 50 creditors ranging from
the lowest sum of £ 13 owed to
Independent Newspapers Ltd to
the largest of £53,831 owed on
PAYE/PRSI.
FOLLOWING OUR report in
the last issue of Irish H& V News.
we have been asked by both
Reconair Ltd and Denco Air to
clarify the situation with regard
to Denco product availability
here in Ireland.
Should the wrong impression
have been conveyed, we wish to
make it clear that Denco Air
have confirmed to us that
Reconair Ltd are the officially-
appointed distributors for their
range of air conditioning and
energy conservation products
and systems throughout the
country.
MSC
coninued from page 1
As it turned out Irish H& V
News was told that only one
creditor managed to attend the
meeting, though since we failed
to get speaking with the
liquidator prior to going to press
we could not confirm this.
At any rate a liquidator was
appointed and a Committee of
Inspection elected.
According to the Statement of
Affairs presented (as at 2nd
December, 1986), a deficit of
£84,887 was revealed.
This comprised Current
Assets of £41,951 in debtors
("could be better") and a bank
Current Account of £1,664.
Total assets therefore amount to
£43,615.
As for Current Liabilities,
these amount to £ 128,512 in all
and represent creditors of
£127,783; Taxation 01'£146; and
Directors loan account of £583.
Hence the deficit of £84,887.
As for the creditors, these are
divided into two categories.
Tho e on the Preferential List
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H&V~
Roof & Wall '87 Shires Sponsor Students
Hot Spot
Motor Protection
NEW PERSPECTIVES for roofs and walls will be demonstrated at
the International Trade Fair for Roof, Wall and Insulation
Techniques "Roof + W'lll" to be held in Frankfurt from May 28 to
31. An exhibition withou: a permanent domicile, this event is taking
place in themetropolison t'le Main forthelirst timesinceit came into
being in 1970.
More than 330 exhibitors from 12 countries haveso far registered.
About 300 of them come from the Federal Republic of Germany.
The foreign exhibitors come above all from Austria, Italy and
Switzerland. The firms will be showing their entire current
programmes in Halls 8 and 9 as well as on the nearby outdoor area.
BURN OUT in motors, which
ects the motor winding
ulation, is both expensive,
causes costly repairs and may
disrupt production. Most fan
motors manufactured to
reasonably high standards are
designed to operate at pre-
determined temperatures and
current limits. When a problem
occurs, the motor will call for
more energy (or current) to cope
with the increased work load
demand. Consequently, the
temperature rapidly rises far
beyond its prescribed limits,
thus damaging the motor
winding insulation, which
results in a costly burn out.
Roof Units Group Ltd, the
UK Air conditioning &
Ventilation manufacturer,
which is represented here by
Dan Chambers Ltd, Brunswick
Street, Dublin 7, have found
the solution to burn out - Hot
SHIRES IRELAND Ltd has
announced that it will continue
its support forstudentsstudying
for the Building Services
Engineering Course, in the
College of Technology, Bolton
Street, Dublin.
At the presentation of Prizes
and Diplomas held in the
College, Mr. Tony Hackett,
Sales Manager, Shires Ireland
presented cheques to Miss
Cathy Sinnott from Greystones
and John Quinn who is from
Donegal, who are joint winners
of the Shires Ireland Scolarship.
Both are 3rd-year students
reading I'orthe Bui IdingServices
Engineering Diploma.
Commenting on their
Spot Motor Protection.
What is Hot Spot? It is a
thermostatically-operated switch
which is incorporated in the
motor winding. Hot Spot will
monitor motor winding
temperature and automatically
switch off, iflimitsareexceeded.
It will then automatically re-set
continued support tor the
College of Technology, and the
Building Services Engineering
Course in particular, Brendan
Whooley, Managing Director,
Shires Ireland said: "We are
indeed delighted to avail of this
opportunity to provide much-
needed support for two students
in this Building Services
Engineering Diploma course;
we wish Cathy Sinnott and John
Quinn good fortune withe their
studies and Shires would like to
thank OIiver McNulty, Head of
the Engineering Technology
Department for his continued
advice and valuable co-
operation."
as the motor cools, which
prevents the motor from
suffering from continuous
current flow, in the event of
overloading.
Now, as many as 95% of all
Roof Units fans are fitted with
Hot Spot Motor Protection as
standard. .
MAN NEEDS
•SH Innovative technology for a
I. • humane environment.lnterna-
tional Trade Fair-Sanitation, Heating, Air Con-
ditioning. Not all that long ago, vital raw materials
and power were primarily a matter for the natural
world. Today, they are becoming increasingly
bound up with the technological world.Thisdeve-
Fair and travel information,
admission tickets:
17.3._ 21. 3.1987
WATER, HEAT AND AIR.
lopment has resulted in dramatic improvements
in our standard of living. But has led to a multitude
of problems, too. In this situation, the ISH is the
place to find future-orientated solutions to many
of these problems. Because this international
trade fair presents the entire spectrum of modern
products and technology for sanitation, heating
LEP International Ltd.• 11/15 Tara Street,
Dublin 2.
Tel. 771861, Telex 93691 trnd
and air conditioning. And, simultaneously, pro-
vides detailed information about the latest trends
in energy saving, environmental protection
and design. Held in Frankfurt every 2 years, the
ISH is the meeting place for experts: a place to
gather and exchange information. In other words,
a must for everybody connected with the trade.
..
• Messe
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individual segments, as well as increased
market transparency.
The ISH '87 is being held under the motto
"Innovative technology for humane living
conditions". Of equal importance is the
attractive "fringe" programme - with
special shows, specialist lectures and a
symposium on solar systems -which offers
a broad spectrum ofadditional information
and training opportunities for trade
visitors.
On the final day, the ISH will also be open
to interested members of the general public
for whom a "programmed visit to the fair"
is being prepared.
The ISH '87 has the same exhibition area
available to it in Halls 3 to 9 as in 1985. For
this reason, it can be assumed that the
present figure of 1608 exhibitors will nor
increase significantly. In terms of net area,
there will be a slight reduction out ofdoor
since some firms have decided to do withou t
a second presentation on the outdoor area
in favour ofa complete and clearly arranged
exhibit in the halls, which is also in the
interests of the concept of this fair.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible so
far to meet all wishes for enlarged or new
exhibition space, in particular in Hall 4
(sanitation technology) and Hall 5
(ventilation and air-conditioning).
Approximately 1,600 exhibitors - as many
as at the previous event in 1985 - have
registered to take part in the ISH '87, the
world's biggest trade fair for sanitation,
heating, air conditioning and accessories,
from 17 t021 March, 1987.0nanexhibition
area of some 190,000 sq m, visitors will be
offered a comprehensive market overview
revealing the latest technological trends and
providing a unique opportunity for
international customer communication.
While West Germany is represented by
almost 1,200 exhibitors, over 400 suppliers
- or a quarter of the total- will becoming
from other countries, 23 others in all. The
largest contingents will be coming from
Italy with 150 exhibitors and Austria,
France and Switzerland with 40 companies
each.
With over 600 firms, the largest group of
exhibitors is to be found in the heating
sector. In second and third places are the
sanitation and ventilation and air-
conditioning sectors with 480 and 200
exhibitors respectively.
Occupying two halls at the ISH '87, the
heating segment has been reclassified. This
marks the completion of the re-arrangement
of the entire exhibition area. Main product
themes have been formed on the individual
hall levels providing a better overview ofthe
ISH '87
FRANKFURT
17th· 21th MARCH
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NEW AGENCIES
A valuable contribution to paving the way
for new business relations at the ISH '87 will
also be made by the fair's own computer
information system, "Compass", offering
an agents and licenst exchange market
which passed its introcuctory test at the
Automechanika '86. On that occasion, this
market registered 1300 enquiries for
licenses and agency representatives. This
service is yet another addition to the
facilities offered by the Messe Frankfurt to
exhibitors and visitors.
If exhibitors are broken down according
to product sectors, heating technology is the
largest group with 620 firms. They include
the suppliers of measuring, control and
regulation technology, automatic building
facilities, as well as pumps and heating
fittings. This is followed by sanitation
technology with a total of 482 exhibitors.
This number covers sauna and swimming-
pool equipment as well as water treatment.
The third largest group with 203 exhibitors
is that offering ventilation and air-
conditioning technology. The remainmg
297 exhibitors offer accessories in the sense
of complementary products which are
required and used in the other three sectors.
FOCUS GROUPS
Focus groups ofproducts have been formed
on the individual hall levels (8.0, 9.0, 9. I
and 9.2), so that both exhibitors and visitors
can expect better communication chances
in future. This reorganisation facilitates
review of the branch, clarity of the market
and discussions with the appropriate
experts. Furthermore, a~ in the other ISH
halls, the visitor can now find "his" product
group via shorter, time-saving routes.
As for the products on view, it is generally
true for the heating sector that they have
been further Improved with an eyeto greater
efficiency and reduced environmental
pollution. Suggestions which were still at
the model stage at the ISH '85 have since
proven their worth in practice. In the
interest of costs, part-modernisation
measures are also more frequently chosen.
Convenience of use and product
aestheticS will play an increasing role for
sanitation technology. There are still
considerable market chances for water-
saving devices. In relation to an expanding
leisure offer, the hotel and catering trade
will also need to respond to the wishes of its
guests for higher standards in its facilitates.
In ventilation and air-conditioning, heat-
recycling will become even more important,
favouring the amortisation of an air-
conditioning or ventilation y tern.
The suppliers ofinstallation materials and
tools are countingon the success ofso-called
installation sets with the help ofwhich parts
of on-site fitting can be transferred to the
workshops ,or firms of the fittings
manufacturcrs themselves, thus promoting
a "healthy modernisation climate" thanks
to cost reductions.
How To
Get There
Contact: Celine at Lep Travel -
Tel: 774211; or Colman Burke at
Club Travel - Tel: 729922.
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VENUE
Grand Hotel,
Malahide.
1I am
Irish Management
Institute, Dublin.
9 am Registration
I. E. I.,
Clyde Road,
Dublin 4.
6 pm for 6.30 pm
Bolton St.,
College of
Technology.
AGM 5 pm;
Awards 6 pm
CIBSE COMING EVENTS
EVE T
CIBSE/TCS Awards
+
Annual General Meeting
DATE
Wedne day One-Day Seminar-
Feb. 25 '87 Quality Assurance in
Building Service
Thursday
April9 '87
Thursday Lighting Evening-
April 2 '87 Joint CIBSE/ILE Meeting.
Thursday Technical Evening-
March 19 '87Computer-aided analysis
of dehumidifiers in
swimming pools,
By Michael Buckley,
Walker Air Conditioning
• .Vincent McA rdle, guest~peakerat the ClBSEpre-Christmas celebrity lunch,
w,th Paddy Clonan, ChaIrman and Derek Thornleu Jun' V' P 'd tCIBSE. ' tor lce- res' en,
• At the presentation of the Walker Awards in the College of Technology,
Bolt~n Street were (from left), Don Byrne, College lecturer; Eoin Kenny,
President of the Chartered Institution ofBuilding Services Engineers; Oliver
M~N~/ty, Head of the Department of Engineering Technology; Thomas
o Brlen, a stud~nt from .Longford who won the award at Certificate level, and
Hugh Munro, Vice-Chairman ofthe CIBSE Irish Branch.
A surance Plc; Ewing PaUerson,
Director, ational Standards
Authority of Ireland ( SAl);
Sean Mulcahy, Chairman,
YMRA Consulting Engineers.
For Whom? - Of particular
interest to all owners, partner,
directors and senior personnel
of consulting engineers,
contractors, manufacturers and
commissioners involved in the
building services industry. Also
of interest to senior personnel of
client bodies, i.e. Government
Depts., Local Authorities and
Property Development Com-
panies.
Venue: - Irish Management
Institue, Clonard. Sandyford,
Dublin 14.
Date: - A one-day conference,
Wednesday 25th February
1987, 9.00 am to 5.15 pm,
(Registration 9.00 to 9.20 am.
Fee: - £85 to include (morning
tea, afternoon coffee) and self
service lunch.
In the absence of Mr. Fred
Cooney, who was unable to
attend, Mr. P.J. Doyle spoke on
the Reconair Award. The
purpose of these prizes is to
encourage the development of
building services computer
systems, either hardware or
software, by third level students.
The president encouraged all
students to enrol in the
Institution as student members.
He told them that they should
see themselves as the building
services industry of the future.
He discussed the respected role
attained by the Irish branch
within CIBSE and praised the
influence they enjoyed at
,council level in London. This
heritage was theirs and it would
be a proud inheritance.
Mr. O'Cionna also took the
opportunity of thanking the
sponsors of the many student
prizes for their continued
support.
Mr. P.J. Doyle, Educational
Officer, CIBSE, organised this
event.
The conference will deal with the
application of Quality
Assurance Procedures to
Building Engineering Services
(Designing, Contracting,
Manufacturing and Commis-
sioning).
Delegates will hear about
developments in the UK where
they have recently launched the
Building Engineering Services
Certification Authority
(BESCA).
The aim ofthe conference is to
stimulate thinking about
Quality Assurance and to assist
us in deciding how it might apply
to our industry in Ireland.
Contributors: - Brian Moss,
Chairman of Building Engineer-
ing Services Quality Assurance
(BESQA - UK); John Kew,
Head of Quality Assurance
Building Services Research and
Information Association
(BSRIA - UK); Bill owlan,
Assistant General Manager,
Property Investments, Irish Life
Quality Assurance
Conference
The tradition of having the
CIBSE president visit and
address the building services
students at the College of
Science & Technology at Bolton
St reet was again upheld this year
by Mr. Eoin O'Cionna.
On this occasion the students
were also addressed by senior
personnel from the companies
which sponsor student
competitions and awards each
year in conjunction with Cl BSE.
The Walker AirConditioning
Awards were outlined by
Director, Mr. Michael Buckley.
These apply separately to the
best students of final year
diploma and certificate courses,
(see photograph). An additional
prize has also been included for
degree course students.
Mr Gerry Curran, Managing
Director, Temperature Control
Systems, explained the TCS
Award and their application.
Three prizes are awarded
annually for the best papers on
any aspect of the many
disciplines associated with the
building services industry.
Visit of President
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Roof Units
Euroseries
An eight-page A4 full-colour
brochure giving details of its
recently up-dated range of
"Euroseries" plate axial fans
has been published by Roof
Units.
The fans are equipped with
Hotspot - a motor protection
system which is now a
standard built-in feature of
the vast majority of the
company's products.
Other new features include
redesigned impellers,
mounting plates, terminal
boxes and controllers plus
significantly lower opera-
tional sound levels.
There have also been two
additions to the range which
now totals 13 with a capacity
to handle air extract volumes
of up to 20,000 cfm.
Copies from Roof Units
Group, Peartree House,
Peartree Lane, Dudley, West
Midlands, DY2 OQU, (Tel:
0384-74062) .
Developed in
conjunction with
Coal Information
Services.
,~ ENGINEERING LTO
... '" """}\" ":::\~
Unit 24, Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas Road, Dublin 11.
Telephone: (01) 307922.
These are some of the Co-Link special features:
• Tested over 2 years of field trials.
• Designed and made to the highest engineering standards.
• Compact size, roughly one foot square by six inches deep.
• Insulated Casing. The spec/ally-finished outer casing
encloses a layer of thermal insulation for extra efficiency.
• Simple Installation. Just fit it anywhere on the connections
above the boiler and below the cylinder.
• Faster Warm-up. The Co-Link is designed with internal
connections that greatly assist the gravity circulation when
the pump /s running. The neutral point remains at the boiler.
• Self-Supporting. The small, but heavy, Co-Link unit is
provided with its own fixing bracket for any vertical surface.
• Extra Safety. The unique expansion vessel built into the Co-
Link, while it may never be needed, is a most valuable
safeguard for any domestic heating system.
Co-Linli
the high German standard
DIN 4704. Each radiator is
finally tested by eight-bar
and guaranteed for six-bar.
Further details from H&V
Distributors Ltd, Dubber
Cross, St. Margaret's Road,
Finglas, Dublin 11, (Tel:
345561/345457) .
The HPCA is open to any
registered contractor who is
three years in business and a Cl F
member. New members are
always welcome.
compare work practices and
prices, as there is a wide
discrepancy between the types
of work carried out by each
contractor. Advice is generally
only a 'phonecall away, and
labour is "traded" should a
member be short staffed for a
day or two.
had good representation on all
committees and at all levels of
the Heating Quality Safety
Committee.
The securing of work for
members is also a function of the
HPCA. The current "back-of-
bus" advertisement cost around
£ I,500 and was quite successful.
The monthly meeting of the
HPCA is a forum for
contractors to discuss items of
interest to most installers, i.e.
manufacturers prices/back-up
service; merchants prices; and to
H&V Distributors of Finglas,
Dublin 11 have been
appointed Irish distri butors
for the Schafar range of
convector radiators from
West Germany.
Principal features of the
range include the following:-
Finish: Su rface cleaned,
phosphated, primered and
electrostatic stove enamel
finish;
End panels and top grill:
Included in price and packed
in same carton as double
panel radiator;
Convectors: Welded-on
water channels for direct
transmission and higher heat
output;
Packing: Shrink-wrapped
with heavy duty polythene to
ensure strong protection
against any damage that may
be caused prior to instal-
lation;
Certification: Schafer con-
vector radiators are tested
and approved by The Univer-
sity of Darmstadt, according to
Schafer Radiators
THE AMERICAN Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has announced that it will help
to organise CLIMA 2000, an international congress on
environmental cont~ol in ~uildings. The meeting will take place
during August 1989 In SaraJevo, Yugoslavia.
According to the Soceity, ASHRAE will solicit papers for
presentation from North Americans and will assist in the review of
all papers selected.
Along with ASHRAE, the congress is being organised by the
Representatives of Europe~nHeatingand Ventilating Associations,
the International CouncIl for ~uilding Research, Studies and
DocumentatIon, and the InternatlOnall nsti tu te of Refrigeration.
THE SIXTH AGM of the
Heating Plumbing Con,:actors'
Association was held rel~ently.
The officers elected were:
Chairman/PRO Oliver
Ginty; Secretary - Jimmy
Hamilton; Treasurer - John
Gallagher.
Over the past six years or so,
the main function of the
Association has been to provide
a platform and lobby group for
the heating and plumbing
contractors, mainly in the
domestic field. The HPCA has
• Frank Nugent, Mechanical
Services Pump Sales.
FRANK NUGENT has
rejoined H R Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd since
December 1986 as Pump Sales
Representative with the brief to
expand the firm's activity in
general industry, creameries
and mechanical services
ntractors throughout the 26
ounties.
Known to the principal
mechanical contractors,
consultants and specifiers,
Holfeld Pumps will be re-
affirming their position and
Frank will be aggressively
promoting their extensive
portfolio of exclusive pump
agencies in that sector.
HPCA Would Welcome New Members
ASH RAE To Co-Sponsor
Clima 2000
[ H&V NEWS EXTRA
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MITSUBISHI
Mitsubishi
Strength in
Customer/ Brand
Loyalty
Three Diamonds
Hence today the three diamonds symbol is
a worldwide mark of quality, reliability and
technology. In all, over 100 companies
share this heritage and mark and include
such commonly-known names as
Mitsubishi motor vehicles, Nikon cameras
and Mitsubishi televisions and audio
equipment.
Mitsubishi Corporation trades some
20,000 different products, raw materials
and commodities worldwide, one of the
major companies in the Corporation being
Mitsubishi Electric. Founded in 1921, this
company now plays a key role in the
modernisation and industrialisation of
recognised trademark now known the
world over.
.Fro~ ~is small shipping company,
Mltsublshl grew into an international
trading organisation, first in shipbuilding
and steel making and then later in
electronics, banking, insurance, chemicals,
aircraft and engine manufacturing, heavy-
duty eqUipment, trucks and motor cars.
• Fergus Madigan - "Our pricing policy istomake
the units available at an econmic and competitive
price to the appointed 'trade' installers. These in
turn must be capable of offering maintenance
contracts where necessary".
The only surprising aspect of the major
launch planned for Mitsubishi air
conditioning products at the forthcoming
IhVex/Gas Ireland exhibition is that it has
been so long in coming. Worldwide,
Mitsubishi companies are market leaders
in a vast array of business sectors covering
everything from manufacturing through to
trade and financial enterprises.
The Mitsubishi name is distinguished by
the breadth of its diverse operations and its
committment and dedication to innovative
technology in every sphere has resulted in
the company's "Three-Diamonds" symbol
being taken as the mark of guaranteed
attention, quality and service.
This trade mark dates from 1873 when a
gentleman called Yataro Iwasaki named his
small shipping company Mitsubishi Shokai
(Mitsubishi meaning three diamonds in
Japanese) in honour of his family's historic
crest.
Associated with Mr Iwasaki in the venture
was the Yamanouchi family and their three
oak leaves crest was combined with that of
Iwasaki's to create the internationally-
22 Irish H& V News, February 1987
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Marketing
"However, having such a comprehensive
product portfolio is only half the exercise.
As I indicated already, the other equally-
important part of the package is in the
creation of market demand and the
establishment of the efficient and
competent distribution/installer network to
satisfy that need.
"End-user awareness of the need for air
conditioning has grown in recent years but
we at Mitsubishi Electric intend to
stimulate that growth by way of an
extensive advertising campaign aimed at
hotels, the licensed trade, doctors, dentists,
computer rooms, retail shops, hospitals
(especially operating theatres), and office
complexes.
"Complementing this publicity will be a
trade advertising/marketing campaign
with our sales executives also calling on
consultants creating additional sales for
our distributors/installers."
As the foregoing suggests, Mitsubishi
Electric is not just bringing a whole new
professionalism to the air conditioning
sector, but perhaps to the building services
mdustry as a whole. Certainly, the
company displays an aggressive attitude
but at all times it is directed towards
projecting the benefits of its own products
rather than being conceived around
"knocking" the competition. There is no
doubt but that their entry into the air
conditioning sector is going to stir up the
marketplace. However, their unique
approach should also result in an
expansion of the opportunities for all.
hospitals, etc. Incorporated here can be 16
independent units by one control with
staggered start·up;
Trouble'shooting made easy by self-
diagnostic LED display system;
Emergency operating mechanism (in the
event of microprocessor failure);
Three-minute re·start prevention mode;
Branch ducting possible;
Fresh air intake possible;
High and low pressure switches fitted as
standard on outdoor units;
Famous Mitsubishi rotary compressor;
__,--__. Standard drain life-up mechanism for
• Fergus Madigan - "Our wide-ranging condensate drainage;
technological abilities developed through years of On indoor models a suction line thermal
experience form a sturdy foundation for switch is fitted as standard. This protects
sustaining progressive innovation ". against' icing'up' and does away with the
customer evaluates certain factors when need for a de·ice stat.
considering which make to choose and the "There are also other ranges available
leading questions asked (though not which are somewhat similar to the PL/PLH
necessarily in any order of preference) products and these include the PC and
cover the following aspects:- PCH ceiling-suspended models; the PE
"Price, availability, technical performance, ceiling-concealed range; the PK wall-
back-up support, reliability, spare parts mounted units (5.8-1 O.6KW cooling); and
availability, sales and technical literature the PS and PSH range of floor standing
and brand confidence. units (1 O.6KW-15.3KW cooling; 10AKW-
"In each of these areas we intend to be 15AKW heating).
pacesetters though that should not be "New ranges for 1987 include PJ and PJ
taken to mean that we will be the cheapest PJH - a new modular 4 by 2 ft 'flush'
for instance. Our pricing structure is ceiling unit with all the features of the PL
geared to be competitive and good value and PLH series and more, including a
for money and is based on the benefits and weekly set-back timer with advance
features provided by the particular product control; larger models in the PS and PSH
in question. It is not designed to be simply units; and a heat pump PEH version.
cheaper than our competitors.
"As for th~ products themselves,
Mitsubishi Electric has been one of the
market leaders in air conditioning for many
years now and a vast wealth of experience,
knowledge and technological know-how
has been incorporated into designing and
producing the present collection.
Comprehensive Choice
"Here in Ireland we now have a
comprehensive range of equipment
available, varying from 2.6KW to 23.5KW
capacities. The vast choice includes
models suitable for floor mounting,
through-the-wall window/walI/ceiling
mounting, ceiling concealed, roof-top
packages, and the increasingly-popular
.cassette unit' for installation into false
ceilings where the only visible part once
installed is the air distribution grille.
Electronic remote·controllers are available
for use with inaccessible units. Equipment
will be available in cooling-only or heat
pump options (reverse cycle method).
"Initially though, we intend to address
ourselves to one specific sector ofthe air
conditioning marketplace and to this end
our flagship products are those contained
within the PL and PLH ceiling-mounted
units - 5·13KW cooling; 6-14KW heating.
"Models within the range have specific
features suitable for particular applications
but, generally, there are also many
common features standard to all. These
include the following:-
Individual control;
Remote on/off control;
Group control for department stores or
Shizouka Works
"We will take all our supplies in directly
from the giant Shizouka Works plant in
Japan where they specialise in equipment
for refrigeration, cold'storage and air
conditioning. The major products
produced there include room air
conditioners, refrigerators, office and store
air conditioners, home de-humidifiers,
freezers, integrated refrigerator systems,
clean ranges, compressors for freezers and
air conditioners and compressors for car
air conditioners.
"To market products from this sector we
have established an Industrial Division, the
essence of whose business philosophy is
the provision of qualified advice through
specialist technical staff to support and
service the products being made available.
"According to our market research, the
Japanese industry. It has become one of
the leading companies bearing the
Mitsubishi name, earning its national and
intemational reputation on a collection
of scientific, industrial and consumer
products produced with the philosophy of
"quality first".
As far as Ireland is concerned, its
operations began as recently as 1981 with
the formation of Mitsubishi Electric trading
out of headquarters in Western Industrial
Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12. With Fergus
Madigan as Managing Director, the
company has been a phenomenal success
- even by Mitsubishi standards - and
now holds the highest national market
share in consumer products than any
other Mitsubishi company.
This phenomenal achievement has
been noted and indeed recognised by the
Mitsubishi hierarchy who, in a very short
space of time, appointed Fergus Madigan
to the main board of Mitsubishi Electric in
he UK. He is now one of 10 directors, six
f whom are Japanese, and he plays a very
active role in their activities. Presently there
are two production factories in the UK and
Fergus Madigan says that, perhaps down
the road somewhat, there could be a
possibility of a factory for Ireland.
The Mitsubishi success to date in Ireland
stems first and foremost from the product
portfolio but, thereafter, from a very strong
committment to using only selected
independent dealers on a restricted basis
through whom to distribute the product.
Combined with this is the Mitsubishi role in
servicing these dealers, especially by way
of an aggressive marketing and sales
presence which compliments the technical
support provided.
As far as airconditioning is concerned, a
similar approach is being adopted.
"The irony of our success to date", says
Fergus Madigan, "is that it is in air
conditioning and such like-related
roducts that Mitsubishi Electric's real
rength lies. Hence our confidence in
making a very dramatic impact in this
sector here in Ireland. We are already
market leaders in television and related
equipment, and our plan is now to extend
our activities.
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NEW PRODUCTS
-
LITERATURE ]
by a powered blower, oil
spillage will be absorbed
instantly and float on the
su rface of the water ready for
collection and disposal.
This unique non-toxic
product is environmentally
safe for disposal and being
completely bio-degradeable
actually enhances the
natural breakdown of oil in a
dump or landfill.
Being light in weigh
Oclansorb is easy to hand
requires less storage space
and is extremely cost
effective.
For further information
contact Walker Air Condit-
ioning Ltd, Dublin Industrial
Estate, Finglas Froad, Dublin
11, (Tel: 300844).
• An example from the EGGER
Turo-pump range now being
distributed by Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd.
Exclusive features offered
by the Egger Turo-pumps
range include free passage,
non-clogging, vibration-free
running, reliability, wear
resistant, low maintenance,
long life and simple designs.
Fo r fu rther details on the
extent of the new Egger
range contact Bernard
Costello or Paul O'Regan at
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd, (Tel:
954926).
Oil
Absorbent
WAC Chesterton have
launched a revolutionary
new oil absorbent onto the
Irish market which soaks up
hazardous oil spills instantly,
leaving virtually no residue.
Oclansorb is a proven
material of specially
processed peat fibres which
actually absorbs all oil based
fluids on contact. Unlike clay
absorbents, Oclansorb does
not spread the spill on
application, and can be
collected up immediately,
leaving only a light oil stain
behind on a dry surface.
Oclansorb is equally
effective on oil discharges in
water as it will not absorb
water for three days after
application. By applying
Oclansorb either manually or
Grundfos Take
On Egger
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd has
extended the versatility of its
pump offering to the Irish
marketplace by taking on the
agency distribution rights for
the world-renowned Egger
range of torqueflow Turo
pumps.
The addition of these units
complements the Grundfos
range while at the same time
offering a capability for
shifting pulp, slops, effluent,
slurry and so on not afforded
by the Grundfos range itself.
Egger are specialists in this
particular category and
provide a choice of pumps
specifically designed to suit
the needs of the automobile,
chemical, paper, petrochem-
ical, food, fibre, sugar and
farming industries.
Waste and water treatment
plants will also find the Egger
range ideally suited to
pumping such loads as raw
unscreened sewage, raw
sludge, digested sludge,
abbatoir waste water and all
municipal and industrial
effluents.
ALARM
multi-channel fixed system
wh ich responds to a
potentially dangerous level
of gas by actuating a relay
which can be wired to set off
an alarm, automatically shut
off gas and/or to an
automatic ventilator. The
basic Gaswitch with one
sensor costs £250.
ASTI Elephant: Portable,
highly sensitive leak detector
for gas installers and
maintenance personnel. The
Elephant costs £180.
ASTI Domestic: Operates
off 220 mains supply giving
audible alarm when a
potentially dangerous level
of gas is sensed, protects
domestic cooking and
central heating installations.
Domestic 12Valarm for use in
Caravans, Mobile Homes,
Boat Galleys etc. The
Domestic unit costs £36.
ASTI Supplies are inter-
ested in discussing gas
detection requirements with
consultants at the design
stage and have designed and
installed custom-built
detectors to meet particular
needs. These have included
Hydrogen sensing at very low
levels in a semiconductor
process unit, checking
chromatographs for hydro-
gen leaks; automatic
ventilation in a acetone
recovery plant; monitoring
build up of sewer gas in a city
sewage system.
For technical queries
contact ASTI Supplies,
Shannon, (Tel: 061-364684
or Sales queries Vistec Ltd, 1
Leopardstown Gardens,
Dublin, Tel: 882638).
6
3
HANNt:l
ASTI
6Channel Gaswitch
• Multiple detector systems are requiredfor apartment blocks.
Flammable
Gas Detectors
An Irish Shannon-based
company, ASTI Supplies Ltd,
has specialised in the design
and manufacturing of a wide
range of industrial and
domestic flammable gas leak
detectors since 1976.
Gas, like other forms of
energy, is safe when properly
handled, but the human
factor requires that precau-
tions be taken to detect any
leakages that occur from
operational errors or
equipment failure.
Most gas-related incidents
result from the ignition of a
slow build up of gas in an
unattended area typically
during the night or over a
weekend.
The gas sensors used by
ASTI is the TGS semicon-
ductors using this sensor
are manufactured in
Japan; more than eight
million gas detectors using
this sensor are in Japan
alone. In Japan it is
obligatory to use gas
detectors in apartment
buildings and underground
shopping centres.
Incidents have shown that
multiple detector systems
are required in apartment
style residences since gas
leaks can travel into
unoccupied rooms and over
areas which have no gas
installed. Lift shafts should
also be monitored due to the
pumping action of the lift
cage which can rapidly
distribute leaking gas
throughout an entire
building.
The ASTI range of gas
detectors includes:-
ASTI Gaswitch: A single or
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in Ireland
sales agents
(both mechanical and
electrical) and consultants,
compete on an equal footing
with the large firms. Forms
are now available and can be
obtained by contacting
Bernard Costelloe at
Grundfos or Ewing Patterson,
Director of the National
Standards Authority of
Ireland. Oliver Reddy and
Ted Bourke are the
respective CIBSE and
MEBSCA representatives on
the judging panel.
* * *
And finally ... I met Gordon
McCabe of Combex Engineer
ing Ltd and other day. He has
n0W moved offices and can
be contacted at 47 Upper
Leeson Street, Dublin 4. His
telephone number is 603033.
We shall exhibit on the ISH '87 in Frankfurt/Main. We
would be pleased to welcome you there. It will be a
pleasure for us to introduce our products to you. If you
are interested, contact us under
One of the leading and important manufacturers in the
field of electronic control of heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning is looking for dynamic, self-responsible
We are a High-Tech company in this branch and offer
conventional control technique, DOG and centralized-
control-system for building services (ZLT). In the last
few years we have had very much success on that
market. Our excellent results could be realized by
means of a highly efficient and modern technology
concept for control processes which will certainly
influence the future development in that field.
Box No. HV87, No.1 Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
we left had the fault repaired
by the time we returned next
morning (at 8.30 am) ... no
holes, no road or pavement
blockade.
Perhaps we were lucky ....
* * *
Now to change to a more
positive note. The Grundfos
"Striving For Quality
Assurance" Award is once
again upon us. Last year saw
its introduction and by the
time the Tanaiste and
Minister for Energy presented
the winners with their
trophies in May, it was a
much-coveted prize.
* * *
Nineteen eighty seven sees
a number of changes in the
format to enable the small
and medium-sized contractor
* * *
Unfortunately, the position
with regard to MSC Ltd is
more clear cut. The "whys
and wherefores" of the
liquidation are again open to
speculation but, in this
instance the issue is not a
receivership but a liquidation.
With a deficit of£84,887 in the
final analysis, the 50 plus
trade creditors can expect
nothing at the end of the day.
* * *
The problem with cases
where creditors receive
nothing is the knock-on
effect it can have. Suppliers
who fail to get paid
repeatedly will eventually
find themselves faced with a
similar problem.
* * *
Still, P J Matthews Ltd
being a members voluntary
liquidation means that all
creditors should be paid in
full.
However, that the directors
of such a long-established
company should decide to
wind up their operation is
bound to be a bit of a
confidence shaker.
* * *
And what of New Dublin
Gas. While there have been
complaints galore - and I'm
not suggesting that they
weren't j.ustified - I can only
recount my own personal
experience with regard to the
current controversy. Like so
many others we here at Irish
H& V News detected a very
strong gas leak in our own
offices.
* * *
Once we got through to
NDG (it did take a little time I
admit), they had a van at our
door within minutes. Wewere
evacuated immediately
(approximately 4.30 pm) and
the crew we saw arriving as
Technically, they appeared
to have got the package right
with consultants in particular
king more and more at the
ssibility of specifying
• Modern Plant Ltd - distributors ofa Mlide
range of shoMler/bathroom products, in
particular MIRA shOMlers, recently held a
series of "Mira Breakfast Mornings"
Mlhich have proved very successful. The
photograph shoM's a recent session held in
Davies of FairvieMl. Pictured are J Ryan,
Modern Plant; P Corrigan, Modern plant
and James Plunkett, Davies of FairvieMl.
FUrther Breakfast mornings MliD be held -
COn/act Modern Plantfordetails.
* * *
The combined shock
waves of these three events
have devastated the confid-
ence of an already-
depressed industry but, what
is perhaps worse is that the
"experts" predict that his is
the beginning of a spate
- liquidations and company
closures which we can
expect in the coming months.
* * *
Nor has the Masterair
situation done much for the
image of the home-
manufacturing industry. For
so long now (in recent times
that is) they seemed to be the
perfect answer to those who
said that home-produced
products - especially in the
high-technology end of the
bUilding services sector -
could not compete with
imports.
* * *
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jPUMPS
Nine New Models From Grundfos
eLOWARA
PUMPS FOR
Included are stainless steel
pressure vessels available with
diaphrams or air chargers and
standard pressure ve sels.
H20's other main activity is
the manufacture of Autofill
units for sealed heating systems.
Details from H20 Pumps &
Electrical Services Ltd,
Ballycorus, Kilternan Co
Dublin, (Tel: 822025). '
flanges, while the UMTD/
UPTD 100 models have 4 inch
BSP counter flanges.
Suitable for both heating and
chilled water circulation
systems, the UMT/UPT range
can achieve flow rates up to 26
litres a second with a water/
glycol solution of up to 50%.
Frictional resistances of up to
120 KN/m 2 and maximum
system pressures of up to 6 bars
(85 psiG) are possible with
liquid temperatures ranging
from -15°C to +120°C.
Full details from Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd, Unit 34Stillorgan
Indu trial Park, Blackrock, Co
Dublin, (Tel: 954926).
(IRELAND)
LTD.
trouble-free operating life with
high performance and quiet,
vibration free running.
Routine maintenance is
reduced yet further by sealed
motor bea rings and self-
adjusting shaft seals.
All the twin head pumps have
a built-in non-return valve in the
discharge port to prevent
reverse circulation in the idle
standby unit.
The UMT (D)/UPT (D) 40
models are supplied complete
with I'h. inch BSP counter
Based at Ballycorus, Kilternan,
Co Dublin, H20 Pumps &
Electrical Services Ltd, is a
young company now into its
third year trading as sole agent
of the Italian pump manufact-
urer Idrorame.
The range includes multistage
and end suction, jet,
submersible and sewage pumps
ranging from .45hp to 20hp, also
Idrorame from H2 0 Pump
• Grundfos LH/LP range of direct
coupled in-line pumps
entire rotating assembly can be
easily removed without
disturbing the pipework.
Fabricated stainless steel
impellers combine high
efficiency with a low rotating
mass and diamond polished
tungston carbide sealing faces
with EPDM "0" rings are
incorporated in the shaft seal.
Together, these ensure a
The 21-strong range of
Grundfos UMT/UPT direct
coupled in-line heating
circulators, which has gained a
strong following over
the last seven years thanks to its
reliability and efficiency, has
now been extended to include a
further nine pump models.
Each of the new models offers
levels of performance chosen to
meet the specific demands of
engineers in the field who have
found the range to be ideal for a
wide variety of LTHW and
MTH W heating systems, as well
as air conditioning plants.
The new models are 6 UMT/
UPT 40 pumps with single or
twin head configuration, as well
as three twin head versions, the
UMTD 100/30 and 100/60 and
the UPTD 100/120.
Every aspect of the UMT/
UPT range is designed to ensure
efficiency, reliability and ease of
operation.
Pipeline mounting avoids the
need to use expensive concrete
mounting plinths, while the
Unit 59, Broomhill Drive, Tallaght
Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 520266 Telex: 91190 LlDY
eLOWARA
New CRange All
Stainless Steel Pumps
• Industry, Waterworks, Mechanical Services.
• Stainless steel pumps - suitable for the chemica
and oil industries.
• Fully automatic shallow and deepwell pressure
systems for wells up to 300 ft.
• Submenible borehole pumps - for wells of all
diameten and depths.
• Drainage pumps, sewage pumps, monobloc, end
sUdion, multistage, process and special duties.
• Heating pumps - single or twin units.
• DESMI Marine pumps - self priming centrifugal
bilge pumps, ballast pumps, fire pumps, cooling
water pumps, wash deck pumps etc.
• Packaged Booster Sets - 'Made to Measure' for
domestic, industrial concems. Technical Advice and
know how. Large varied stocks.
• Full range of brass fiHings sizes '12" • 3"
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Holfeld - One Source
For all Requirements
• The Mira PSTJ from Modern
Plant.
Modern
Plant
Shower
Boost
ew from the shower market
eader - Modern Plant Ltd - a
range of 4-shower pumps
designed to meet the growing
consumer demand for high-
performance mixer shower
installations.
The range includes: PSI B for
boosting pressure to a single
shower; PS2B for high
performance shower or a
pulsating spray; and PS4 for a
luxury multi spray system or
group shower installation.
All of these models are
intended for installation
between the mixershoweroutlet
and spray head, and are supplied
complete with accessories,
including plumbing and
electrical connections, anti-
vibration mounting pads and
automatically operated flow
switches .
In addition to the above,
Modern Plant can also offer a
twin-impeller version for
installation on the inlets of the
mixing valve.
To help merchants, installers
and specifiers to gain the
maximum benefit from the
emerging high-performance
shower market, Modern Plant's
trade, technical and consumer
literature carries clear guidance
on pump selection to suit every
type of showering need.
In addition, the company's
technical department is pleased
to advise on specific
installations.
Further information from
Modern Plant Ltd, Naas Road,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22, (Tel:
591344).
The selection ofHolfeld Pumps
which are widely incorporated
in heating and ventilating
applications throughout
Ireland by the principal
mechanical services contractors
include the following product
ranges from their extensive
portfolio of exclusive pump
agencies. The Holpak HCH
pump set with application for
light commercial use for cold
water supplies incorporates the
Grundfos CH range of stainless
steel pumps. Holpak pressure
booster systems are available in
larger sizes with different pump
configurations designed and
manufactured in Dublin to
individual requirements and
capacities.
Grundfos Pumps as multi-
stage centrifugal pumps from
the CP and CR range are
suitable for water boosting,
liquid transfer in industry, high
pressure wash-down pumps and
ejector systems. The CR4,
CR 16 and CR60 pumps are the
newest additions to the
Grundfos range, available in all
stainless steel or bronze
execution for special applica-
tions, the SP range of
submersible borehole pumps
are suitable for 4" to 10"
diameter boreholes.
The JP4-45 Jetpump which is
a portable self-priming unit and
the award winning KP
su bmersible drainage pumps
with stainless steel casing are
particularly competitively
priced.
Individual submersible
pumps from the DAE-TT,
EMU, FIPS and HOMA ranges
are available as contractors and
guaranteed
irish
Holpa~. A Packaged
Pump System 8
lNithan
International
Reputation
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copy of the latest catalogue,
contact the Sales Section of
Holfeld Pumps, which has been
providing back-up and
technical information on all
aspects of pumping based on
project installation experience.
Due to an extending range of
supply and an increasing
customer base, three staff
handle field sales. Maurice
Dore, National Sales Manager
has over 30 years of application
experience to suit your pumping
requirements.
For further information
please contact Maurice Dore at
01-887361, Ext: 187.
Industrial Pumps With
capacities of up to 120m'/
heads of up to 90m., li
temperature ofup tol20oC there
are few industrial applications
which cannot be met within the
range. Whether it be mains
boosting, fire hose reel or
sprinkler systems, cooling or
general water transfer pumps,
Lowara Ireland will design and
assemble a system for any
specific requirements.
Marine Pumps: - For the past
10 years Lowara have handled
and well-known Desmi range of
pumps which are on board many
of the trawlers and vessels
throughout theworld. Forbilge,
ballast and deck wash pumping
and self-priming Desmi pump is
hard to equal.
Lowara would be happy to
discuss any pumping require-
ment which you may have and
are located at 59 Broomhill
Drive, Tallaght I ndustria I
Estate, Dublin 24, Tel: 520266,
Telex 91190.
Holfeld Pumps also designs and
manufactures the deepwell and
shallow well systems, wash-
down sets and fluid handling
pump systems under the trade
names Jetpak and Waterpak.
All the company's manufactur-
ing programme is promoted
under the "Guaranteed Irish"
banner
The consulting engineer,
specifier, contractor and
installer can procure most of his
pump requirements covering a
wide variety of capacities and
heads, viscosities and cold and
hot liquids from Holfeld Pumps.
For further information or a
Lowara (Ireland) Lld are
experts in the manufacture of
pumping sets for every type of
application, specialising in the
use of stainless steel for better
performances and efficiencies.
Domestic Pumps: - Shallow-
well and deep-well automatic
pumping sets for those who are
not "on tap" or for those who
like to have an independent
water supply. Inadequate mains
pressure is also a problem which
can be solved by installing a
booster pump and ensuring
constant pressure around the
house.
Agricultural Pumps:
Lowara have been supplying
stainless steel submersible
borehole pums to the farmer for
years. A feature of the
submersible pump is the low
runnign costs incurred as
compared to the conventional
jet type system. Stainless steel
milk parlour wash pumps are
also common on many farms
around the country.
• Typical booster pump layout a~'
supplied by Lowara (I) Ltd.
Lowara Stainless Steel
Pumps
Tramore Road,
Cork.
Tel: 968755
Active on a national basis for
over 30 years, HR Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd -a member of
the H R Holfeld Group -
established in 1949, introduced
the principal pump manufact-
urers into Ireland.
As one genuine supplier forall
your pumping applications,
Holfeld Pumps actively
promote their portfolio
throughout the 32 counties from
their head ofrice in Dublin and
established bases in Belfast and
Cork.
Holfeld Pumps manufactur-
ers and assembles the Holpak
range of pump systems
incorporating cold water
packaged booster sets, fire hose
reel sets, twin fuel oil transfer
sets and hot water pressurisation
sets. Each range is covered by an
individual sales leaflet. Through
its subsidiary, HR Holfeld
(Exports) Ltd, the company
actively promotes the Holpak
range throughout the Middle
East and various Far East
countries.
Since 1978 an impressive list
of project references have been
established internationally.
Otter House,
Naas Road,
Dublin 22.
Tel: 591344
-
.
• Holpak HFR3 jire hosereel booster
set. Duty 2.3 Ips at 3 bar.
sewage submersible pumps as
loose pump supply or
incorporated in sewage and
drainage packaged systems
which are fully automatic and
ready for station installation,
effluent handling and waste
water pumps from these ranges
have been installed in various
county council schemes,
building projects and waste
treatment plants throughout
Ireland.
-mlra
WE HAVE THE
POWER.
YOU HAVE THE
~' ' CHOICE.
It~ :I~'~.~\ Strong invigorating:: '~.\\ spray or a gentle
::1; \:/'.\ massage to ease your
tensions of the day.
Only our high- 1;11\ ~
powered showers 'l~)'
giveF~?~h:~~o~t~?ice.!q .,.
Sole distributors: ntJ.
Modern Plant Limited
IPUMPS
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You can't afford to gamble
when it comes to pumps!
MULTISPEED COMMERCIAL
HEATING CIRCULATORS
LIGHT COMMERCIAL &
DOMESTIC HEATING CIRCULATORS
HOT WATER SERVICE
CIRCULATOR PUMPS
When performance coun.ts, your choice of pump is
possibly one of the most Important decisions you have
to make.
That's why you need Gr.undfos!
Grundfos has aworldwide reputation for reliability, for
smooth, quiet running and for long life.
The Grundfos range covers circuits from 30,000 to
6,000,000 btu'S/hr.
Grundfos the cost effective answer for new,
refurbished or replacement pumps.
FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL
FOR VITAL PUMP COMPONENTS
GRUNDFOS@1Jl
Wayoutfront inqualityand service~
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: 01 954926. Telex: 90544.
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con.trol wi.th digital read-out ofprocess
vaflables IS possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the. system that is flexible enough to
bUIld to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier ~odayand ask him to send you
detaIled mformation.
modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging
MANOTHERM LTD.
Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966
System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The
0~HNSON pCONTR~LS P;~ducts
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